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what we call the g word, as
well as the 'p' word." Levin e

said.
For those ofyou who have

not left the house in the last
year, the 'g Levine is referring
to stands for "grunge." Grunge
is something every band in
Seattle is tagged with, and it
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:lowerhead is Bw Zoller, Eric Faust, Eric Schmitz & Pete Levine (from left).

happens that Flowerhead re-

ceives quite a few compari-
sons to that sound. Flower-

head does not take directly
from that Sabbath-lik- e stomp.
They play their guitars loudly,
albeit melodically. It's this
melody, thathas plagued them
with the other thing, the 'p'
word, or psychedelia. Think.
Hendrix.

"I do hear the 60s in us,"
Levine said. "Hendrix is a big

influence. Led Zeppelin is also
an influence. I think we use a
broad-base- d use of wah-wa- h.

"I think we have some-

thing for everyone- - from punk
rock to 60s boogie dance to
something akin to the Seattle
sound. I hate to put one name
on all the stuff."

And what of the recent
Grammy nominations of ."a-

lternative" bands like Sound-garde- n,

Pearl Jam, Red Hot

Chili Peppers and Ministry?
"I think it's bad for the

concept of folks growing up in
Junior high school. The bands,
the Red Hot Chill Peppers don't
sound like Pearl Jam, the
bands don't sound like each
other,"Levine said.

They can be floodgates
that have opened for all the r
bands that stressed something
in their unique way, and right
now it's Flowerhead, dammit.

Hostage Symphony rises above
by TricU Romano

If there is going to be a
band to "make It" out of the
las Vegas Valley, Hostage
Symphony will be the one.

Ever since their formation
three years ago. critics have
frowned upon their open
courtship of the pop sound.
On their debut EP, Hostage
Symphony does more than
court the pop sound; they
marry it to the alternative
sound as well.

Some may cry "sell out."
Let them.
Their four-son- g Ugly EP

featuring the single "Ugly
Painted Sky," is the most ear-catchi- ng

of all the Vegas re-
leases. If you want alterna-
tive, underground funk with a

twist, buy Hers Tabula Rasa.
If calm, upbeat folk tunes are
more your style, go with Mark
Huff and the Inflatables' CD.

But f you like songs that
get your feet moving and have
you playing the airguitar, this
is the thing to get. Highly en-

ergetic songwriting with the
kind of melodies that stick in
your head for days, that is
what Hostage Symphony cre-
ates. The combo of dual key-
boards, fTyler Nelson, Jarrod
Mendelson) with acoustic
drums (Sean Flannery) and
guitars (Scott Beare) form a
strong blend to back singer

Matt Chemoff.
The bands' sound borders

on alternative and pop, mak-
ing It hard to pinpoint. Label-
ing the music doesn't matter.
Good songs are good songs
and all four of them qualify as
goodhere. Unlike many bands,
Hostage songs do not replay
themselves over and over.
Each one has a different feel,
a different sound. From the
uptempo opener "Ugly Paint-
ed Sky" (which is currently
receiving airplay on 103.5 the
Edge), to the ballad Another
Fallen Angel," Itbecomes clear
that Hostage Symphony will

be able to play the corporate
alternative game, albeit, on
its terms. It probably won't be
found on typical Top 40 sta-
tions, because, and get this,
the music Is considered too
hard, too aggressive.

That's right, Hostage
Symphony is too hard (read:

heavy guitar effects) to play
during the prime-tim- e hours.
Long gone are the days of can-
dy apple alternapop. This is
not to say that they are a punk
band, but their music has
definitely picked up an edge.
An edge that will hopefully
carry them to the top.

Pay Less Cinema
$J50 "Where you always Pay Less" $150

MOVIES UNLV Student Special Offer MOVIES
Valentine's Week two for one

Get your date in free with your student ID

DIAL 593-930- 0 FOR OUR TITLES AND SHOWTIME INFO

3400 S Jones Blvd (Just South of Desert Inn Rd)

So what if Bazooka gum lvcomes with a little piece r' '

of oummyoldgum&
some really tired

comics, KUNV's

Bazooka Joe comes with

all the Ska you can handle Friday nights
from lam to 4 am.

ftjWilito nowhere else.


